The Goal
Annual Sessions

NVIDIA wanted to deliver highly technical
material from its Deep Learning Institute
in an engaging, interactive online format.

About NVIDIA
Hours of Content Viewed

What we noticed is that
Kaltura had a distinction
in terms of the user
experience. It’s more
robust in terms of
features, it was more
intuitive, interactive. We
felt it provided our users
a much better learning
experience.”

Manager,
Master Instructor /
Certified Instructor
Program NVIDIA

NVIDIA is a technology company credited
with sparking the growth of the PC
gaming market, redefining modern
computer graphics, and revolutionizing
parallel computing after its invention of
the GPU (graphics processing unit).
Today, the GPU is foundational to AI,
acting as the brain of computers, robots,
and self-driving cars.
The company’s Deep Learning Institute
(DLI) is an online educational destination
for individuals and organizations to
study topics such as AI, accelerated
computing, accelerated data science,
graphics, and simulation.

The Partnership
With the expansion of its remote
educational programs, NVIDIA needed a
solution that could support both
synchronous and asynchronous
(self-paced or on-demand) instruction.
The NVIDIA Deep Learning Institute team
made interactivity a key priority, to
facilitate meaningful engagement.

See how NVIDIA turned
highly technical material
into an engaging and
interactive online learning
experience with Kaltura

NVIDIA selected Kaltura Virtual Classroom
because of its strength in supporting
interactive learning through a slate of
features designed specifically for education
and training, including:
Breakout rooms that support
face-to-face communication
In-video quizzing
Virtual whiteboards
Collaborative notetaking

The NVIDIA team was pleasantly surprised by the level of
interaction taking place in their virtual classrooms. Many
of the questions reflected a high level of technical
knowledge. NVIDIA DLI instructors found the solution to
be intuitive for both students and teachers, and saw an
improvement in the depth with which the students
approached the material. The company had anticipated
needing additional support staﬀ and procedures to
operate virtual classrooms but realized that the simplicity
of Kaltura Virtual Classroom didn’t require them.

Kaltura’s mission is to power any video experience for any organization. The Kaltura Video Experience Cloud oﬀers live and
on-demand video products for every enterprise need, across all industries. With Kaltura Video Cloud APIs and Media Services,
companies can also build any video experience or workflow. Kaltura is used by millions of users globally at leading brands for
communication, collaboration, training, marketing, sales, customer care, teaching, learning, and entertainment.

